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الخالصة
عاذٚٔ ابِوًٛ حذْٕس يصذس ْبو يٍ يصابدس انٙؤد٘ إنٚ َّشة ٔرنك ألٛت انخطٛئٛت يٍ انًشبكم انبٛبِ انجٕفًٛعخبش حهٕد انٚ
 إسخًشاسٙؤثش سهبب عهٚ ٘ت َٕع يٍ إَٔاع ْزا انخهٕد ٔانزٛت انسبحهٛ انطبقبث انجٕفٙبِ انعزبت فًٛبِ انًبنحت يع انًٛحذاخم ان
ٙطشة عهاٛاذ ياٍ انطاش نهحاذ ٔانساٚاذو حٕلاذ انعذٛ انًصاذس انٕحٙات ْاٛبِ انجٕفًٛ ْزِ انًُبطق خبصت إرا كبَج انٙبة فٛانح
ٙ بعاذ يعبنجخٓاب ناذفع انًابل انًابنخ ياشة خاشٖ فاٙ أٔ صاشف صساعاٙبِ صشف صحُٛٓب شحٍ يٛبِ انًبنحت يٍ بًٛحذاخم ان
ٚ باذنخب ٔاد٘ انعاشٙ انخضاٌ انشببعٙ حذاخم انًبل انًبنخ فٙقت نهخحكى فٚ ْزِ انطشُٙ حى حب،إحجبِ انبحشو خالل ْزِ انذساست
امٛ انعُبصش انًحذٔدة ٔانفشٔ انًحاذٔدة نخًيٙقخٚ األبعبد نًُطقت انذساست بئسخخذاو طشٙ ثُبئٙبضُٚبلو حى بُبل ًَٕرج سٛبس
ت ٔلإد ساطخٛاش يساخقشو ٔحًاج انذساسات عهاٗ فشضاٛبٌ مٚبِ انًبنحات ححاج واشٔف ساشًٛت ٔحذاخم انٛبِ انجٕفًٛبٌ انٚسش
بٌ يسااخقشٚ ححاج واشٔف ساشٙبضااٚشة انًُإرج انشٚ انًابنخ ٔانًابل انعاازةو حًاج يعابٍٙ انًاابل انجإفٛفصام باٚ فبصام حابد
 انفخاشة يابْٕٙبث فاُٚبسٛت نًُطقت انذساست ثى حى انخحقق ياٍ سااليت انًُإرج بذساسات عاذة ساٛكٛذسٔنٛٓإلسخُخبج انًعبيالث ان
 حعخباش بًيببات حامٙبِ انًبنحت َحإ انبحاش أانخاًٛو حى بعذ رنك إسخخذاو انًُٕرج نهخُبؤ بًسبفبث حشالع ان1009 ٔ 2691 ٍٛب
ٍبِ انًعبنجت بٕاساطت بابس انشاحٍ نعاذد يخخهاا ياٍ انسإُاثو ياًٛبث يخخهفت يٍ انًٛجت نشحٍ كٛنهًشكهت يحم انذساست) َخ
ٍات انشاحٚضب نإح أَاّ ياع بذاٚعخًذ عهٗ كم يٍ يعذل ٔ صيٍ انشحٍ ٔاٚ ٍٓب أٌ أدال ببس انشحٛ حى انخٕصم إنٙانُخبئج انخ
ٙ أٌ حصام إناٗ انحبنات انًساخقشة ٔانخاٙب يع اناضيٍ إناٛجٚعت ثى حقم حذسٚ إحجبِ انبحش سشٙكٌٕ يعذل حشكت انكخهت انًبنحت فٚ
ابثًٛ كٙبِ انًشحَٕتو خالل ْزِ انذساسات حاى حسابة أ صاًٛبث انًٛبدة كٚش يهحٕو ببنُسبت نضٛكٌٕ يعذل انخشالع مٚ عُذْب
ا انًُبوشة نكم يُٓبوٛبِ انًشحَٕت نعذد يخخها يٍ انسُٕاث ٔانخكبنًٛيٍ ان

Abstract
Groundwater contamination is a very serious problem as it leads to the deterioration of groundwater
resources. Saltwater intrusion is a special category of groundwater contamination that threatens the health and
possibly lives of many people living in coastal areas. The installation of injection of treatment water is among
several methods proposed to control saltwater intrusion on coastal groundwater system. In this research, a twodimensional numerical model is developed for simulating both groundwater flow and saltwater intrusion of
Quaternary Aquifer in Delta Wadi El-Arish (QADWA). The sharp interface philosophy is adopted to simulate
dynamics of freshwater flow. The proposed model applied a coupled Finite Element Method (FEM) and Finite
Difference Method (FDM) to predict the temporal migration of interface toe due to injection of treatment water.
Model calibration is carried out to determine the physical parameters of the proposed model. Then, model
verification and validation are established by comparing model results with the actual measurements. This study
is considered a trial to present a solution for the problem of saltwater intrusion by finding general relationships
between average distances of saltwater intrusion and injected rates of treatment water. Then, the suitable value of
recharged water can be mathematically determined. The results obtained from this study are useful in
management schemes of saltwater intrusion mitigation in coastal areas.
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1. Introduction
Groundwater is considered a reliable
source of freshwater, in coastal regions, for a
variety of purposes including domestic,
industrial and irrigational uses. The irregular
withdrawal of groundwater from these
regions causes a serious environmental
problem called saltwater intrusion problem.
The main causes of this problem are overabstraction of the aquifer, which considered
the main reason for the problem, short term
implication (e.g. tidal effect and seismic
waves), and long term implication (e.g.
climate change and other periodic change
such as seasonal change in natural
groundwater) (Bear
et
al.,
1999).
Consequently, the planning and management
of coastal aquifers require special treatment.
A number of experimental, analytical and
numerical models have been adopted to
study saltwater intrusion problem. These
studies attempted to locate the position of
freshwater-saltwater interface and predict the
changes in groundwater levels and salinity.
Mathematical models of saltwater intrusion
are commonly adopted one of the two
approaches for representing the freshwater–
saltwater interface. The first approach is
based on the Ghyben-Herzberg relationship
which assumes that the saltwater and
freshwater are immiscible fluids and a sharp
interface exists between the two fluids (Bear,
1979). In the second approach, saltwater and
freshwater are treated as miscible fluids
separated by a transition zone that is
controlled by hydrodynamic dispersion
(Bower et al., 1999). Bear (1979) suggested
that the sharp interface approximation is
appropriate if the transition zone thickness is
thin relative to the depth of aquifer.
Extensive research is being carried out in
many parts of the world with the objectives
of understanding the mechanism of saltwater
intrusion and improving the methods to
control it, in order to protect groundwater

resources in coastal aquifers. The key to
control saltwater intrusion is to maintain a
proper balance between water being pumped
from the aquifer and water recharged into the
aquifer. Todd (1974) presented various
methods to prevent saltwater from
contaminating groundwater sources such as:
reduction of pumping rates, relocation of
pumping wells, use of subsurface barriers,
natural
recharge,
artificial
recharge,
abstraction of saline water and combination
techniques. EL-Ganainy et al. (1995)
investigated the effect of pumped wells on
saltwater intrusion in coastal aquifer by
using a quasi-three dimensional steady state
areal finite element model. Sharp interface
assumptions was adopted and confined and
unconfined aquifers were considered.
Mahesha (1996) studied the effect of battery
of injection wells on saltwater intrusion in
coastal confined aquifers. He studied various
conditions by changing the well spacing,
intensity and duration of injection
freshwater. He concluded that, spacing
between wells, injection rates and duration
of injection control the repulsion of the
saline wedge. Sabi et al. (1998) applied finite
element method for studying the steady state
saltwater intrusion assuming sharp interface
philosophy. Sabi et al. (2001) developed
finite element model to predict the interface
position in steady and transient conditions.
The model was applied on the coastal aquifer
of Martil, Morocco, to study the aquifer
responses for changing in recharge and total
rate of pumping water and their effects on
saltwater intrusion. Liles et al. (2001)
applied MODFLOW software to control the
saltwater intrusion problem by forecasting
injection quantities and well locations.
Bakker (2003) developed a threedimensional finite difference model for
confined coastal aquifer taking into
consideration the sharp interface between
freshwater and saltwater and application of
Dupuit approximation. A new mathematical
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formulation was presented for regional
saltwater intrusion in aquifer systems. Also,
he studied the upcoming below a pumping
well. Mukhopadhyay et al. (2004) presented
a laboratory study to investigate the effect of
artificial recharge on the aquifer material
properties
such
as:
porosity
and
permeability. Van Meir et al. (2004) used in
situ laboratory for characterizing the
saltwater intrusion process in a hard rock
aquifer with an appreciable level of
heterogeneity. Rastogi et al. (2004)
developed steady state numerical model to
control the saltwater intrusion problem
involving hydrodynamic dispersion in
synthetic multi-layered confined coastal
aquifers. Two scenarios were studied: the
effect of freshwater recharge, and
combination of freshwater recharge and
saltwater discharge wells. Bajjali (2005)
applied geostatistical techniques to examine
the effect of recharge dams on groundwater
quality. The infiltrated water below the dams
increases the aquifer storage of freshwater
and pushes the saline water toward the sea.
El-Ghandour (2005) analyzed various
patterns of external loads on saltwater
intrusion, under steady state conditions,
which affect the studied coastal aquifers.
Also, a genetic algorithm model was
presented to manage some coastal aquifers.
Harne et al. (2006) presented a two
dimensional sub-surface transport model of
saltwater considering the homogenous and
isotropic soil under the influence of constant
seepage velocity. They used the finite
difference method to solve the transport
equation. The model examined the efficiency
of subsurface barrier to control saltwater
intrusion. Goswami and Clement (2007)
used sand tank experiments to develop
modeling-benchmarking results for the
situations of steady-state, intruding and
receding interface conditions, for the lateral
saltwater intrusion case. Sherif and Kacimov
(2008) applied SUTRA software to examine
different pumping scenarios in vertical view
of coastal aquifer. They concluded that
saltwater intrusion problems could be
controlled through proper pumping of saline

groundwater from the coastal zone. Javadi et
al. (2012) applied simulation-optimization
model to control saltwater intrusion in
coastal aquifers. Several scenarios were
studied such as: abstraction of brackish
water, recharging of freshwater, and
combinations of the abstraction and
recharging.
Previous studies on the case study of
Quaternary Aquifer in Delta Wadi El-Arish
(QADWA), Sinai concerns only with the
application of mathematical modeling to
either determine the location of saltwater
wedge or expecting the groundwater levels
due to heavy pumping rate. While, the
novelty of this research stems, for the first
time, from introducing a probable solution
for the problem of saltwater intrusion in the
QADWA using injected freshwater by
developing a two-dimensional numerical
model for the aquifer using FEM. Also, the
maximum expected values of injected water
are computed and the corresponding costs
are determined.
1.1 Site Description
Egypt is located in north-eastern Africa
and includes the Sinai Peninsula, which is
often considered as a part of Asia continent.
Egypt’s natural boundaries consist of more
than 2900 kilometers of coastline along the
Mediterranean Sea, the Gulf of Suez, the
Gulf of Aqaba, and the Red Sea. Sinai
Peninsula is approximately 380 km long and
210 km wide as shown in Figure (1), the
surface area has extension of 61,000 km2.
The groundwater is the main issue for
developing in the Sinai Peninsula. North
Sinai especially Delta Wadi El-Arish
depends on groundwater as a main source for
drinking, agricultural, industrial, and other
purposes. The groundwater table in Delta
Wadi El-Arish coastal aquifer is now below
the mean sea level over a large area which
indicates that the freshwater abstraction
exceeding more than natural recharging.
This aquifer is being supported by lateral
inflow from adjacent aquifer, from depleting
storage and from the return flow of domestic
waste water (Abdelaziz and Bakr, 2012).
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Delta Wadi El-Arish is characterized by fanshaped outline with district borders. It is
located between latitudes 310 00’00’’, 310
11’00’’ E, and longitudes 330 45’00’’, 330
56’30’’ N with an area of about 90 Km2 as
shown in Figure (1). It is located in the semiarid belt of Egypt which is characterized by
hot summer, cold, rainy winter, and high
evaporation rate. The main annual rainfall
ranges from 60 mm to 80 mm. The daily
mean value of evaporation reaches 4
mm/day. The Delta of Wadi El-Arish has a
special hydrographic significance sustained
heavy pumping for irrigation. It is
intensively cultivated by olive, data palms
and vegetables (Gad et al., 2009).
Geologically, north Sinai is occupied by
sedimentary rocks ranging in age from
Triassic to Quaternary (Saad, 1981; Taha,
1968; and Gad et al., 2009). The Quaternary
deposits form the main water-bearing
formations in Delta Wadi El-Arish. They
consist of sand dunes, old beach sand and the
Kurkar. The thickness of these formations is
about 80 to 100 m (JICA, 1992). Kurkar
Formation consists of calcareous sandstone
of shallow marine environment while the old
beach sand consists mainly of fine to coarse
sand intercalated with gravel and clayey
layers. These deposits are conformably
overlying the Kurkar in someplace with a
thickness ranging from 20 m to 60 m. On the
other side, the sand dune deposits are
extensively distributed along the coastal
plain covering the old beach sand and locally
intercalated with clay and gravel layers. The
thickness of the sand dunes ranges between
20 m and 40 m.
Based on the periodical inventory carried out
by both staff of Water Resources Research
Institute (WRRI) and Hassan (2010) show
that the biggest depletion in the water level
was recorded during the period 1980 and

1988 due to extensive pumping rates that
consider more than the nature recharging
volume. So the zero potentiometric contour
line is expanded to enclose most El-Arish
area between the airport in the south to ElArish in the north and in the west to ElArish-Rafah road in the east.
Figure (2) demonstrates the Lithology cross
section along the study area of QADWA.
Monitoring well line in N-S direction
showing different water bearing zones (i.e.
sand, gravel and Kurkar zones).

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Governing Equations
The three-dimensional groundwater flow
equation in an unconfined aquifer is as
follows (Bear, 1979):
(

)

(

)

(

)
(1)

in
which,
K
represents
hydraulic
conductivity; is the storage coefficient
(dimensionless); is the hydraulic head of
groundwater equal to (
); z is the
elevation from a specified datum; p is the
pressure; is the specific weight of the fluid;
and is the recharge or withdrawal per unit
surface area.
A Ghyben and Herzberg approximation
assumed that no flow occurs in the saltwater
region (Bear, 1979). Thus the focus is
entirely upon the freshwater region. This
region is divided into two zones. Zone (1)
consists of the freshwater aquifer between
the impermeable layer and groundwater table
with no intervening saltwater while Zone (2)
consists of the freshwater between
groundwater table and the underlying
saltwater as shown in Figure (3).
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Figure 1: Location map of the Delta Wadi El-Arish showing the location of the tested well
fields

Figure 2: The lithology cross section along the QADWA
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The vertical integration of Eq. (1) in both
Zones (1) and (2) after adopting the Dupuit
assumption gives (Taigbenu et al., 1984):
for Zone (1):
(2)

for Zone (1):
√
for Zone (2):
√

for Zone (2):
(

)

(3)

in which,

;

and

are the

hydraulic heads corresponding to freshwater
in Zone (1) and Zone (2) respectively as
shown in Figure (3); γ
;
and
are the specific weights of the freshwater
and saltwater respectively; and d is the
elevation of the mean sea level (M.S.L) from
a specified datum as shown in Figure (3).

Figure 3: Definition sketch for coastal
unconfined aquifer
Wang and Tsay (2001) depend on Strack
(1989) to develop the following two
equations corresponding to Zone (1) and
Zone (2) by replacing both the dependent
variable
and
with the potential as
follows:
for Zone (1):
(

)

(

)
(4)

for Zone (2):
(

)

(6)

(

)
(5)
(

)

Values of both
and
can then be
calculated from the following equations:

(7)

In the subsequent use of Eqs. (4) and (5), it
is necessary that RHS to be linear. The
⁄ is
linearization is used whereby
⁄ (Brutsaert and
written as
Ibrahim, 1966; Hantush, 1968; Taigbenu et
al., 1984). Then a regional average ( ̅ ) is
taken for the
outside of the derivative.
Thus Eqs. (4) and (5) is approximated by:
(

)

(

)

(8)

where, is constant equal to √ ⁄ ̅ at zone
̅ at zone (2) for confined
(1) and √ ⁄
aquifer and equal to √ ⁄ ̅ at zone (1) and
̅ at zone (2) for unconfined
√ ⁄
aquifer.
The average ̅ must either be constant or a
function of the spatial variable (Taigbenu et
al., 1984). For the unsteady numerical
study of this paper, ̅ is taken as given by
Taigbenu et al. (1984), since they relaxed the
time independence of ̅ and then adjusted
such that mass was conserved at all times.
2.2 Model Numerical Formulations
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is
coupled with a fully backward Finite
Difference Method (FDM), in time, to solve
the governing Eq. (8). FEM can handle any
domain with complex boundaries. Also,
heterogeneity and anisotropic characteristics
can easily be included. The idea of the FEM
is to discretize the domain under
consideration to number of elements.
Rectangular elements, bounded with four
nodes, are chosen in the present work. A trial
function is assumed to simulate the
dependent variable within different elements.
This trial function is usually assumed as a
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polynomial with a degree specified from
number of nodes per element. A weak form
for the governing equation is constructed.
Galerkin form is selected, by minimizing the
residuals of the selected weak solution at
different nodes; the unknown dependent
variables can be estimated (Burnett, 1987).
Based on both the FEM and FDM
procedures, the matrix form of Eq. (8) is as
follows:
*

[ ]

[ ]+ { } =
[ ]

[ ]{ }

(9)

in which,
is the capacity matrix;
is a
square matrix for the coefficients known as
stiffness matrix; is the unknown vector of
potential;
is a vector which contains the
boundary fluxes;
is the time step equal to
, n=0,1,2,…..i and i is the
number of time intervals.
An original code is written using the
FORTRAN language to program the
proposed model. This code implements the
principles of the coupled FEM and FDM
procedures. The flow chart of the proposed
model is presented in Figure (4).
2.3 Conceptual Model
To simulate the groundwater flow in
Delta Wadi El-Arish aquifer, a conceptual
model is adopted. The conceptual model is
interested by hydrogeological understanding
of how water flows into, through and out of
a
groundwater
system.
The
most
representative conceptual models depend on
the material used in the corresponding study
such as, collecting groundwater intake
database and water sampling for physical
and chemical analyses. In this study, most of
the groundwater database includes collection
of archival data and measurement of
discharge; distribution of wells; piezometric
heads; and recording potential sources for
quality changes given by the central
laboratory of the Desert Research Center.
The constructed conceptual model depends
on the following facts (Gad et al., 2009;

Hassan, 2010; and Abdelaziz and Bakr,
2012):
 The QADWA consists of three different
formations that is composed mainly of
sand; Gravel and Sand; and Calcareous
sandstone (Kurkar). In this paper vertical
homogeneity was assumed, so the three
layers have been merged to constitute a
single equivalent layer with an equivalent
permeability. Aquifer thickness equal to
the sum of three layers average
thicknesses.
 The groundwater in QADWA occurs
under unconfined conditions.
 A number of 27 field wells representing
the main discharging sources in QADWA
as shown in Figure (1).
 There are several sources of recharge
including infiltration from rainfall, return
water from the imported Nile river water
to the area, and recharge due to domestic
water use.
2.4 Model Grid
The main step to start the simulation
procedure is to divide the domain of
QADWA into a suitable grid pattern. The
study domain is 16 Km in length (El-Arish
sea-coast) and 18 Km inland length. The
model was constructed with a grid of
rectangular element. Dimension of each
element is 200 200 m2. It covers an area of
180 km2. The computational grid was
divided into 100 rows and 80 columns as
illustrated in Figure (5).

Kassem S. El-Alfy, Hamdy A. El-Ghandour and Mahmoud E. Abd-Elmaboud
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2.6 Model Calibration
In this section, the model calibration was
carried
out
using
available
point
measurements of the flow parameters and
hydrological measurements collected from
previous studies. In the present study, both
the hydraulic conductivity and the recharge
are assumed spatially variable unknowns.
The steps of calibration are as follows:
 Step (1): Zones of recharges are selected
based on the analysis of Google earth
map, Figure (1).
 Step (2): Values of hydraulic conductivity
are estimated in case of steady state
analysis of the model using the available
data in the year of 1988. This achieved by
putting the time dependent term (i.e.
RHS) in Eq. (8) equal to zero.
 Step (3): The calibration of transient flow
is carried out in the period between 1962
and 1988 by adjusting both the storativity
and the net recharge values.
 Step (4): the calibrated model is validated
by simulating the aquifer system for 18
more years starting from 1988 to 2006.
Figure 4: Flow chart for the proposed model
2.5 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions used in this
model are defined in Figure (5). The
Mediterranean Sea borders the model area in
the north. So, this boundary was defined as a
constant head boundary ( = 0). In the
south, represent the inlet of flow for
QADWA. So boundary has been considered
as timely variable constant head boundary
( ⁄ =
) in which
represents
uniform rate of recharge per unit width of
the aquifer. The eastern and western
boundaries were considered as no-flow
boundaries ( ⁄ = 0). The seepage faces
of the fresh water above Mean Sea Level
(M.S.L) and around different wells are
ignored within the present study.

In the first step of calibration, the
Google earth map shows vegetated areas
where expected returned irrigated water
can recharge the aquifer. Calibrated
recharge values should reflect recharge
due to rainfall, returned water from
different water uses and possible
unknown recharge from other underlying
formations not accounted here, Figure
(6). This figure shows that the estimated
net recharge varies between 1.2 10-5
m/day (which exists in areas of recharge
due to infiltration solely from rainfall)
and 4.0 10-3 m/day (which are
combination effects of rainfall, irrigation
and other possible sources) (Abdelaziz
and Bakr, 2012).
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Figure 5: The grid of the studied domain of QADWA and boundary conditions used in this
study
In the second step of calibration, the model
is calibrated under steady state conditions
using the collected measurement in the year
of 1988. The following parameters are
considered in the calibration: the annual
pumping rate equal to 14.0 Million Cubic
Meters (MCM) (Gad et al., 2009), depth of
the (M.S.L) from the impervious bed (d)
equal to 40 m, the specific weights of the
freshwater ( ) equal to 1000 Kg/m3 and the
specific weights of the saltwater ( ) equal to
1025 Kg/m3. Values of hydraulic
conductivity are predicted using the model
given by Abdel-Gawad (1999). Within the
FEM procedure any studied aquifer can be
considered heterogeneous by adopting
different
magnitudes
of
hydraulic
conductivity for every element. Hydraulic
conductivity within any element of the
studied aquifer is created from a normal
random distribution. The logarithms of
hydraulic conductivity can be represented by
the first two moments (the mean and the

standard division ) as follows (AbdelGawad, 1999):
,

(10)

where,

in which, Ki and Ki+1 are the values of
hydraulic conductivity for the two elements i
and (i +1) in the studied discretized domain;
and
are normally distributed random
numbers with mean equal to zero and
standard division equal to 1;
and
are
independent uniform random numbers
distributed in range from 0 to 1; and ne is the
number of elements in the studied domain.
The studied domain is divided into five parts
(i.e. east north, west north, middle north,
airport, and south) (Abdelaziz and Bakr,
2012). Many trials have been performed to
come up with the suitable values for both the
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mean and standard division , depending
on the actual values of hydraulic
conductivities given by Abdelaziz and Bakr
(2012). Finally, the following values are
considered: in the east north part the values
of = 2.5 and = 0.5; in the west north part
the values of = 1.2 and
= 1.0; in the
middle north part the values of = 3.5 and
= 0.5; in the airport part the values of =
4.5 and
= 0.4; and in the south part the
values of = 4.7 and = 0.2. A small code
is originally developed, depending on the
model shown in Eq. (10), to repeatedly
generate two different values of hydraulic
conductivity corresponding to each two
elements in the studied domain. The
generation of hydraulic conductivity values
is continuously carried out until a good
match between the observed and calculated
heads are achieved, Figure (7-a).
Figure (7-b) shows both the calculated head
and corresponding intrusion area in the year
of 1988. The calibrated hydraulic
conductivity in the studied domain is shown
in Figure (8). This Figure shows that the
calibrated hydraulic conductivity values
range between values 0.5 and 100 m/d. It is
seen from this figure that, the pattern of
hydraulic conductivity being increasing
monotonously with distance from the coast.
The explanation of this noticeable depends
h
on the Darcy’s Law ( qnet  KA ) in which,
x
qnet is the net uniform discharge flow to the
sea, K is the hydraulic conductivity, A is
vertical cross sectional area for the studied
domain (equal to the width of the studied
domain multiplied by the assumed constant
h
aquifer thickness, 40 m), and
is the rate
x
of head changing with respect to distance
from inland to coast. It is seen from this
h
equation, both values of qnet and
are
x
constants while value of A decreases with
distance from the coast, Figure (5).
Consequently, K values should increase with

h
) give
x
through the aquifer.

distance from the coast as the ( KA
the same value of qnet

The estimated pattern of hydraulic
conductivity in each part is considered a
probable realization in this part depending
on the actual data.
In the third step of calibration, the
calibration of transient flow is carried out in
the period between 1962 and 1988 by
adjusting both the storativity and the net
recharge values. It is found that the suitable
porosity equal to 0.02 along QADWA.
Figure (9) shows both the calculated head
and corresponding intrusion area in the year
of 1962. To insure the validity of the
calibrated model, the position of the
interface toe in QADWA at 1962 is
determined and drawn as the red dash line
shown in Figure (9), using the historical data
cited in Saad (1981). It can be seen from this
figure, the determined interface toe nearly
coincide the corresponding deduced one
from calibration.
In the fourth step of calibration, the
calibrated model is also validated by
simulating the aquifer system for 18 more
years starting from 1988 until 2006. During
this period the annual pumping rates in
QADWA increasing from 14.0 MCM in
1988 to 19.0 MCM (Gad et al. 2009). So, the
net recharge rate is adjusted according to
increasing in the pumping rate. Figure (10)
shows the estimated heads in the model
domain of QADWA for 2006. Also, the
relative absolute average error between
calculated and observed heads is computed
and it is found equal to 0.166. It is found that
the model results were very sensitive to the
boundary conditions along the QADWA. In
all selected years, the calculated heads are
used to predict the saltwater intrusion zones
(shaded areas) as illustrated in Figures (7-b),
(9), and (10).
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Figure 6: Values of calibrated recharge Zones

(b

Figure 7: Comparison between observed and calculated hydraulic heads in the year of 1988
(left map) and the extension of saltwater intrusion area at 1988 (the shaded area in the right
map)
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Figure 8: Values of calibrated hydraulic conductivity

Figure 9: Contour lines of the calculated heads for 1962 and the shaded area refer to the
saltwater intrusion area
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Figure 10: Contour lines of the calculated heads for 2006 and the shaded area refer to the
saltwater intrusion area

3. Results and discussion
During last decades, to study the problem
of saltwater intrusion in QADWA, the
results of pumping tests show a sharp
increasing of groundwater decline. This may
be due to random drilling wells and over
pumping to cover the requirements of water
demands particularly in the coastal and
central parts. In 1962, the migration of
saltwater intrusion in QADWA was found at
a distance of 1.0 Km inland which extended
along the eastern side of El-Arish – Rafah
road and about 3.0 Km at south west of ElArish city, Figure (9). After 26 years (in
1988), due to the increasing of population
and cultivated areas, the interface toe is
found to be at distance 3.0 Km in land along
the eastern side of El-Arish-Rafah road and
about 6.5 Km in land near to north El-Arish
airport area, Figure (7-b). From 1988 to
2006, the long-term impact of the present
pumping conditions (19 MCM) is expected
in the present study. The results showed a

continuous decline in groundwater levels,
since the groundwater level ranges from 4.0
m above (M.S.L) in south to about zero
above (M.S.L) in extreme north with general
flow direction from south to north as shown
in Figure (10). Due to the continuous decline
in groundwater levels, the interface toe
invaded the QADWA for a distance equals
to 11 Km, Figure (10).
As expected, any increasing in annual
pumping rate accelerates saltwater intrusion
and accordingly increasing the intruded
zone. The key to mitigate saltwater intrusion
is to maintain a proper balance between
water being pumped from the aquifer and
water recharged to the aquifer. To mitigate
saltwater intrusion in QADWA, the injection
of freshwater method through battery of
injection wells is chosen. Mahesha (1996)
showed that the best location of injection
wells at the position of interface toe. So the
battery of the injection wells may be located
at distance equal to 12 km from shore line
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(the expected interface toe location at 2013).
Also, he showed that the better results are
observed when the relation between spacing
between the injection wells and initial
position of interface toe from the coast line
is less than or equal 10 %. If this ratio is
greater than 10 %, the undulating trend in
repulsion of the saline wedge is observed,
and consequently isolated saline wedges are
formed between the wells. So, in this study
the spacing between field wells is taken
equal to 800 m. The present work studies
various conditions such as changing in both
the intensity and duration of freshwater
injection. The source of injected water can
be found from the treatment wastewater,
since about 50,000 m3/d of the total sewage
volume of the city (60,000 m3/d) drains to
the groundwater via the poorly developed
septic tanks and house gardens. This amount
(50,000 m3/d) is estimated by (Ghodeif and
Geriesh, 2006).
Figure (11) shows The performance of
injection wells in repelling the interface toe,
using different values of annual injection
rates ( ) equal 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 MCM
after times equal 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100
years. As evident from this figure, the
performance of the injection wells depends
on both the rate of injection and the duration.
When the annual injection rate of treatment
water in QADWA is equals to 1 MCM
(Figure 11-a), the reduction distance of
saltwater-freshwater interface, calculated
from its initial position, at the end of 10
years (= t1), 30 years (= t2), and 50 years (=
t3) are equal 1.75, 2.5, and 3 Km,
respectively. The average rates of saltwater
repulsion per 10 years during t1, t2-t1, and t3t2 are found to be 1.75, 0.40, and 0.25 Km
respectively. This means that at the initial
stages, the movement of the interface toe due
to the injection of water is strong, and when
the time advanced the movement of the
interface starting to slow down until
reaching to the steady state. On the other
side, the performance of the injection wells
is improved with the increasing rate of
injection. For example, when the annual
injection rate
= 3 MCM, the wells are
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able to achieve 23%, 45%, and 59% of
saltwater repulsion within the period t1, t2,
and t3, Figure (11-c). Also, when the annual
injection rate = 6 MCM, the percentage of
reduction increased to 43%, 75%, and 90%
of saltwater repulsion within the period t1, t2,
and t3, Figure (11-f). From all drawings in
this figure it can be shown that, increasing
the total amount of injected water decreases
the intruded zone until it reaches a certain
value, and any increase in the injection rate
has low effect on the reduction of the
interface toe.
To obtain the maximum expected injection
rate in the QADWA, the average distance of
intruded zone has to be calculated for
consecutive increasing rates of injection,
equal to 100 m3/day, corresponding to the
previous mentioned times (i.e. 5, 10, 20, 30,
50, and 100 years) until the reduction in
intruded zone became constant or nearly
constant, Figure (12). This figure represents
the relationship between the location of
interface toe (D) (where, D represents the
average distance between the location of
interface toe and the sea shore line) (or in
other words, average intruded zone) and the
quantity of injected water ( ). From this
figure, it can be seen that, for increasing the
value of the injected water, the intruded zone
decreases. Also, with increasing the period
of injected water, the intruded zone
decreases. The relationship between the
location of interface toe (D) and the quantity
of injected water ( ) is modeled
corresponding to each pre-specified time and
it is found that the best fitting curve for each
one is a polynomial of degree five. Figure
(13) shows the approximation for the
derivative of each polynomial obtained. It
illustrates the fact that for higher values of
injection water, the magnitude of the rate of
change in distance is decreasing. This is
shown as the tangent to the data curve is
almost horizontal near the end, Figure (12).
Thus, the injection stop is may be chosen
when the value of the magnitude of
approximated derivative equals a small value
( ). For example, if ( ) is taken equal to (0.0001), the corresponding value of injected
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treatment water is equal to 14, 12.8, 9.7, and
7.5 MCM after 20, 30, 50, and 100 years.
The corresponding total costs for injected
water can be estimated by the following
equation (Qahman and Larabi, 2006):
(11)
in which; F is the total cost of injection ($);
is the injection rate (m3/s);
is the
3
price of water ($/m );
is the cost of

4. Conclusion
In this research, a two-dimensional
numerical model is developed for simulating
both the groundwater flow and saltwater
intrusion of a case study of Quaternary
Aquifer in Delta Wadi El-Arish (QADWA),
Sinai. The standard numerical procedure
(FEM) is adopted to solve the governing
equations for the case study. The assumption
of sharp interface between saltwater and
freshwater is adopted. The model is initially
calibrated to simulate the QADWA under
different operational scenarios. The proposed
study shows the aquifer response to changes
in recharge and total rate of pumped water,
and their effects on saltwater intrusion.
Different scenarios are investigated for the
period between 1962 and 2006, to predict

future situations and the salinization risk
from saltwater intrusion. In this study, for the
first time, saltwater intrusion in QADWA is
mitigated by injected treatment wastewater
through injection wells located at the initial
position of interface toe (at distance about 12
Km from the sea side). The performance of
injection wells is found depends on both the
injection rate and the duration. During the
initial stage of injection, the movement of
interface toe is vigorous, and slows down
with times as it approaches the steady state.
Also, increasing the total amount of injected
water decreases the intruded zone until
reaches at a certain value; and any increase in
the injection rate has insignificant effect on
the reduction of the interface toe. In
QADWA the maximum expected value of
the injected water is mathematically
determined which are found equal to 14,
12.8, 9.7, and 7.5 MCM after 20, 30, 50, 100
years. Also, the corresponding total costs of
injected water were estimated 27.76, 25.4,
19.25, and 14.9 Million $/year respectively.
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Figure 11: The protected inland interface toe positions from its initial position in the
QADWA after different period fordifferent value of annual injection rate where (a) 1 MCM;
(b) 2 MCM; (c) 3 MCM; (d) 4 MCM; (e) 5 MCM; and (f) 6 MCM
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